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Introduction

To work with you effectively in identifying and implementing an appropriate investment strategy, it is essential that we clearly

understand not only your risk and return objectives, but also your broader circumstances and preferences. This questionnaire will

help us develop an understanding of your investment needs and preferences and will be used to complete a detailed Client Risk

Profile which will help guide investment recommendations made to you if you have an advisory account, or the decisions made on

your behalf if you have a managed account.

This Document is Organized as Follows:

Risk Questionnaire: In this section we present a series of questions that will be used to produce a detailed Client Risk Profile

showing the appropriateness of various risk profiles to your personal needs and circumstances. Your responses will also provide

your Investment Advisor or Portfolio Manager with a more thorough understanding of your investment objectives and preferences.

Please note that how you answer each question will help to determine your recommended risk profile; however, this profile is

based on the aggregation of all your questionnaire responses and represents the profile most likely to meet your aggregate

investment needs. There is no guarantee that either the historical or future performance of the investment strategy suggested by

your recommended risk profile will match the indicated performance targets for any specific question.

Investment Profile and Suggested Investment Options: Your investment profile is based on answers regarding your current

financial situation, investment goals and objectives as well as your attitude towards risk. By matching your accumulated total score

we will determine your profile.

Because it will help guide the ongoing investment recommendations made if you have an advisory account, or the ongoing

management of your managed account, it is important that you review this document carefully and raise any questions you

have regarding the proposed portfolio strategy with your Investment Advisor or Portfolio Manager. We will review this

portfolio strategy with you periodically to ensure that it is still appropriate given your personal circumstances, investment

objectives, and risk preferences; however, you should let us know of any changes that may impact this strategy as

 they occur. Please note that depending on the responses you provide in completing your investment risk

 profile, we may need to  reassess know-your-client information and / or your investment policy

 statement and update this information accordingly



Successful investing means finding the right mix of investments to achieve your financial goals at  a comfortable level of risk.

Responses to these questions will help us identify your correct Portfolio construction  to put  you on the right investment path. You

should consider your entire financial situation and history when  making selections.

To begin, select the response that most closely reflects your opinion about each of the 10 questions  being asked. The total score

will determine the Portfolio that’s best suited to achieving  your investment objectives.

Investor Profile Questionnaire

Question 1

Point Score

Question 3

I need the income from this investment to

pay my bills

I plan to reinvest any income generated from this

investment and am looking for a higher return to

grow my investment

What is the purpose of this investment?

I plan to use the income from this investment to

supplement my income and can tolerate small

fluctuations in the value of my investment.

I want to achieve the highest rate of return

possible and understand the value of this

investment can fluctuate significantly
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Question 2

When do you expect that you will withdraw a large portion (30%

or more) of this investment?

Within the next year

In the next 1 to 3 years

In the next 4 to 6 years

In the next 7 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Question 4

Less than 20%

20-40%

40-60%

60-80%

This account represents the majority of my savings.

When you retire, what additional sources of income

do you believe you will receive? Choose all that

apply:

Canada Pension Plan and Old Age Security

RRSP or pension plan from an employer

Spousal Pension Plan

None of the above

What percentage of your overall savings does this account

represent?
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Question 5 Question 7

Question 6

4

Assessing your attitude towards risk

I would be unable to maintain my lifestyle

 I would be  able to maintain my current lifestyle

I would have to make minor adjustments  to my lifestyle

 Potential losses only

Potential losses more than potential  gains

Potential loss and potential gains

Potential gains more than potential losses

Potential gains

What is the ultimate goal of this portfolio?

Question 8

 Security- the sa ey of my capital is my first priority

inflation protection- While I do want my portfolio to

grow, I am uncomfortable with fluctuating returns

Growth & Security- I want a balance between growth

and sa ey with some protection from the impact of

inflation

Growth- I'm primarily interested in growth and less

concerned about fluctuating returns.

Maximum growth- my sole objective is maximum growth

over time.

1-3%

3-5%

 5-7%

7-10%

If this account had a significant loss, 25% or greater,  how would it

impact your financial situation/goals?

I would have to make moderate adjustments to my

lifestyle

Long term rates of return expectation will drive asset weightings.

 What long term rate of return do you expect on your investments?
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An appropriate investment strategy involves balancing potential

risks against expected returns.  When consider making

investments, you consider:



Question 9 Question 11

Question 10

5

Assessing your attitude towards risk

Over any one-year period, what is the maximum drop in value of

your investment portfolio that you would be comfortable with?

0%

1-5%

6-10%

11-15%

16-20%

20% or more in pursuit of above average long term

returns

An appropriate investment strategy involves balancing potential 

risks against expected returns. 

From September 2008 through November 2008, North American

stock markets lost over 30%. If you currently owned an investment

that lost over 30% in 3 months you would:

Question 12

Sell all of the remaining investment to avoid further

losses

Sell a portion of the remaining investment to protect

some of your capital

Hold onto the investment and not sell any of the

investment in the hopes of higher future returns

Buy more of the investment now that prices are lower

Given the fluctuations of any investment portfolio, how long would

you be willing to wait for your investments to regain any loss

value?

 Less than three months

 Three months to six months

 Six months to one year

One to two years
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You are unwilling to take any losses

l
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Your Investment Profile and Suggested Investment Option

Total Score

Conservative Investor (Risk Tolerance Range- 100/0/0-80/20/0)

• Your primary objective is preservation of capital;

• You cannot tolerate fluctuating returns; and/or

• You have a relatively short period of time to allow your investments to recover from any negative years

I agree that my investment profile is in line with the one stated above. I would like to select an investment portfolio that
is aligned with this profile for my Retire First account. I understand the risks associated with this investment profile and
that these risks can have an impact of the value of my portfolio. I will notify my advisor of any changes that may impact
my investment objectives and resulting investment profile.

Advisor signature: Date (dd/mm/yy):

Balanced Investor (Risk Tolerance Range 60/40/0-10/90/0)
• You are willing to tolerate some market fluctuations, but have a moderate risk tolerance; and/or
• You have a shorter time period for your investments to grow

Total Score Your Investor Profile

Growth Investor (Risk Tolerance Range (0/100/0-0/75/25)

• You are willing to tolerate some market fluctuations and allow some time to recover from any market

downturns; and/or

• You are a relatively experienced investor who is looking for moderate growth and diversification.

Aggressive Investor Risk Tolerance Range  (0/50/50-0/0/100)

• You are a knowledgeable investor and not concerned about short-term fluctuations in the

market; and/or

• You have a relatively long period of time before use these investments

Your investment profile is based on answers regarding your current financial situation, investment goals and

objectives as well as your attitude towards risk. Match your accumulated total score to determine your profile.

Please review the following statements and confirm your agreement by signing below

 I prefer not to select investment options that fall into the investment profile category stated above for my Retire First
portfolio  and am selecting a different mix of investment options.

As your advisor, I confirm that we have worked together to determine your risk profile and the investment options that are
best suited for your portfolio.

Client signature: Date (dd/mm/yy):

0-120

120-240

240-360

360 +

Risk Tolerance :    ________         ____________           _________              Objectives :             _________   ________     _________
Low Medium High Income         Growth         Speculative


